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Introduction



Background

Energy moves the world!

From Einstein‟s theorem up to current
research on Higgs Boson, agrees that
matter is another form of energy

Handling energy can be quite a
cumbersome task, starting from
conversion, distribution, up until useful
usage which continued to be a one of
the most challenging task for modern
human.

More and more entities, private or
public, in needs of a an effective and
efficient energy processing



The Business 

• Our business will mainly focus on energy saving 

and situated in Indonesia. 

• Indonesia has not really taking it seriously about 

the energy crisis 

• Indonesia starts to focus more on energy 

efficiency 

• Indonesia is a potential market for energy 

auditing 

• Low amount of degree of efficiency are a good 

reason why energy auditing is a potential 

business in Indonesia 



Introduction

Unsere Beliebte Heimatsland
We love Indonesia, our home paradise. If there is
anything we can do, we would love to do it in Indonesia.
Fortunately we see an opportunity to set up a business
on energy audit here. That is why we set up our
business in Indonesia.



A Little Fact About Indonesia

• Consists of 17,508 

islands

• Around 300 distinct 

native ethnic 

groups

• Over than 742 

different languages 

and dialects



A Little Fact About Indonesia

• The largest economy 

in Southeast Asia

• Main export markets 

are Japan, Singapore, 

USA, and China

• The hardest hit 

country by the Asian 

financial crisis of 

1997–98

• Unemployment rate is 

6.1%

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asian_financial_crisis


A Little Fact About Indonesia

• Employee’s Tax 

ranged from 5 to 

30%

• Companies Tax 

(Revenue) is fixed 

at 25%

• What so called 

“VAT” subjected to 

10%



Mission and Vision 

• Our mission is to give

a high quality audit for

our consumers.

• Our vision is to be

one of the most

referenced energy

auditing company in

Indonesia due to our

high quality audit.



The Chance (Market Analysis) 



Indonesia's energy users

We recommend to read PEER Review on Energy Efficiency in Indonesia for 

detailed explanation on energy efficiency in Indonesia 



Energy saving potential

Based on PEER government actions has taken several actions as a 

measure to enable energy efficiency, including creating institutional 

framework, policies, and programs. These policies indicates the 

opportunities for energy audit business. 



Supporting Policies

• Government Regulation no.70/2009

• Presidential Instruction No.13/2011

• Ministerial Regulation No. 14/2012



Supporting policies

• Governmental institutions, state-owned 
companies and private companies which 
consumes more than 6000 toe per year have to 
implement Energy Management.

• The regulation set Energy Management up 
with 4 (four) main rules:

1. Point out an Energy Manager 

2. Do the Energy Audit 

3. Implement the Result of Energy Audit 

4. Report the Implementation of Energy Audit



Potential consumers

• State-Owned Companies  120 companies1

• Regionally Owned Companies : 1000 companies1

• Private Companies (with energy usage more than 6000 TOE): 650 
companies2

• Large and Medium Scale-Private Companies (with energy usage 
less than 6000 TOE): 166,400 Companies2

• Hotel Buildings (3 Stars Hotel and above): 1623 buildings3

• Private Participants (tools training e.g. Android Simulating 
Firmware): 210 (Electronic High Schools) with number of students 
estimated at 86,000 people4

[1]http://www.lokernesiaku.com/2012/03/per-maret-2012-jumlah-bumd-diperkirakan.html

[2]http://ekonomi.inilah.com/read/detail/1204952/sektor-industri-konsumsi-494-energi-nasional#.UpkGMifAaYQ 

[3]http://www.bps.go.id/tab_sub/view.php?kat=2&tabel=1&daftar=1&id_subyek=16&notab=1 

[4]http://datapokok.ditpsmk.net/ 



Competitors



The Business Scheme



Business core

• Our potential market is consisted of more 

than 170,000 companies and buildings. 

We also like to expand our market to 

students (gives training) and this means 

that we will have market of around 86,000 

people 

• Government has deploying funds for 2014 

sum of money 30,500,000 euro to help 

companies do the energy efficiency 



Business core

Short time business (0-5 years) 

Long time business (5 years and above) 

Energy Auditing : 

– Low cost

This is including free implementation in energy efficiency such 
turning off the lamp when it is not used. The low cost implementation 
must be free or low cost and can be implemented immediately.

– Middle cost

The easy example of middle cost implementation is changing 
the old bulb lamp into new higher efficiency lamp. The cost is not 
really high and need time (most likely months to three years) to 
implement this subject.



Business core

– High cost

High cost implementation is the other 
things not subjected to both previous cost 
implementations. This must be expensive 
money (such as changing your old power 
plant to the new one) and need a lot of time 
to do this (could take more than 10 years). 
In government’s policy, the high cost 
implementation is not really recommended 
for user, only if the companies found good 
investors which are willing to finance the 
programs.

• Training

In addition from energy auditing we 
will also held training related to energy 
efficiency method and technology by 
inviting student. Our main target is 
vocational high school .



Audit based on standards



Auditing scheme



Auditing Scheme

• Data Collection

• Data Analyzing

• Final Report and Recommendation



Electrical installation audit



Electrical installation audit

• Electrical System Evaluation: evaluate the 

power contract of electricity, the load curve 

(load factor and demand factor) and also 

the power quality (power factor). 

Additionally, the balance of electrical and 

installed capacity of network systems will 

also be evaluated; 



Installation Quality audit



Load quality audit



Architectural/Lighting audit



Training



Training



Office Location

Auditing business is a type of

business where a lot of freedom can

be done. As for an example we do

not need a lot of equipment and any

machine to deliver our service. That

is why it would be more beneficial if

we do the job at home.

Nevertheless, we will rent a virtual

office as our official address to

increase connectivity and prestige

within our consumers. Located in the

heart of the business in Indonesia.



Office Location



Branding

We do believe that branding

is everything. A good image must be

created by gut, hard work and

perfection in our company. Therefore

we choose name “Energi Saben”.

Energi is energy, derived from

Indonesian language, means that

this company will always be related

to energy field. While Saben is

Javanese language for “always”.

Therefore, our company, PT. Energi

Saben expects to have a continuous

improvement in energy sector. We

are assured that this company will

grow to top leading energy business

consultant in Indonesia with non-

stop improvement and innovation.



Branding

• The color shows the 

sustainable life

• The style is futuristic, 

means that there is an 

element for technology

• The style is adopted 

from fire, means 

passion, spirit and 

energy



Promotion Strategy

• Online advertising

Why?

How?

✓Cheap

✓Easy

✓SEO Optimization

✓ Linkedin

✓ Indonetwork

✓Facebook

✓Twitter

✓Energy Campaign

Propaganda

✓Email Advertising 

(Training Purpose)



Promotion Strategy

• SEO Optimization → www.google.co.id 

• Linkedin profile → cost-free 

• indonetwork.co.id → 151,000 Indonesian 

companies registered 

• Facebook → 24 million users, targeted 

market 25-50 years old (30%)

• Twitter → 19.5 million tweeps, targeted 

market young age, tweet, trendingtopic, 

quizes



Promotion Strategy

• Our twit energy campaign most likely 

discuss about energy saving importance, 

energy saving know-how, with hidden 

message, introduce our company to 

Indonesian community. We also create 

mask link that will make people interested 

to go to our page and then starting read 

about our company and the history. 



Promotion Strategy-Video Campaign



Promotion Strategy

• Offline advertising

– Newspaper advertisement

– Government Cooperation 

– Brochures

– Door to door

Brochure Example



Promotion Strategy

• Government Cooperation 

– To make Indonesian government trust us and 

make our company as one of the best partner 

in energy efficiency collaboration

– To create good collaboration with EECHI to 

reach our goals  



Promotion Strategy

• Newspaper Advertisement

– Kompas

– Jawa Pos

➢Two biggest players of newspaper in Indonesia

➢Potential readers circulating around 1.7 million for 

Kompas and 1.3 million for Jawa Pos

➢54 percent of the readers are potentially middle to 

high segmented people, 61 percent of them are highly 

educated and from that number, 64 percent of them 

are in the range of productive ages (20 to 40 years 

old) 



Company Form and Organizational 

Structure



Type of Limited Liability Company 

in Indonesia
• Enclosed PT

Enclosed PT is a 
limited liability company 
whose shares can only 
be owned by certain 
people who have been 
determined but 
everyone can 
participate in the 
circulation of capital. 
The difference is, 
shares held "on behalf 
of" so it can not be sold 
on the open stock 
market.



• Opened PT

Opened PT is kind of 
limited liability company 
where the shares can be 
bought and owned by 
everyone without exception so 
it's very easy to be sold to the 
community.

• PMDN (Domestic Investment)

• PMA (Foreign Investment)

• Persero (Public Company) 
owned by government

• Perjan (Public Corporate 
Company) with no desire of 
gaining profit

• Perum (Public Company) 
owned by Indonesian society



Our type of business

• Energi Saben will be established as a 
limited liability company. We choose this 
type based on some of factors:
– Shareholders have limited liability of the 

corporate debt. The point is that if the 
company has a debt, you are only responsible 
for your deposited capital. 

– Easy to obtain additional capital to expand its 
business after several years, for example, by 
loan from the bank.

– Makes company more trusted by partners and 
customers.



Requirement of forming a limited liability 

company (PT) in Indonesia
 Company name

 Field of Business

 Names of Owner Capital (Minimum Two 
Persons)

 Business Classification: Small (3060 € -
30,000 €), Medium (30,060 € -600,000 €), 
Large (Over 600,000 €)

 Percentage of Ownership 
Capital/Shareholders

 Name of the Director (Supreme Leader of 
the Company)

 Copy ID of the Owner 
Capital/Shareholders

 Tax ID of the Director      

 Photo of the Director size 3x4 cm 2 pieces

 Domicile Certificate of Business

 Copy of the Proof of Ownership Business 
Premises and Land Tax or Renting 
Business Premises

 Telephone Number of the Company

 Sitemap of the Business Place (If the 
Company becomes Taxable Company).



Organization Structure

• Operational Manager
– The operational manager functions as the manager of 

the workers. 

• Marketing and Financing Manager
– The marketing and financing manager tackles the non 

technical aspect of the business.

• The Workers
– The workers responsibilities may vary from 

measurements, assessments, and trainings. The 
workers are employed on a short time basis and 
recruited by the operational manager. The workers 
should have at least a high school grade to be 
recruited. The amount of wage the workers get will be 
based on the number of projects being done.



The Outcome and The Income



Financing Strategy

• Lending money from the 
Indonesian banks is not suitable for 
our business. We will not lend to 
bank because of the fact that we 
only need small investment and the 
package offered by the bank will 
have an interest rate of 22% and 
business experience for more than 
2 years. This regulation makes us 
unable to lend money because we 
are just starting the business. We 
will invest by just depending to 
investors instead.



Cost Components

• In our business to maximize 

flexibility we would like to mostly 

take on variable cost. We do not 

invest in land or office 

acquisition as explained before 

but we rent a virtual office 

instead. We only invest in  

licenses, permits, certifications, 

website, standard working 

appliances and of course some 

circulating capital to make our 

business sets on motion.



Cost Components

• Variable cost components 

shall come from labor cost, 

equipment rental cost, and 

accommodations. Labor cost 

included inside the variable 

cost because we only 

provide short-term contracts 

when there are work 

available



Cost Calculations

We separate the table based on year. Because we 

have three different kinds of project we use division with 

equivalents technique to count specific project cost. 

Small project has a weight of one while medium and 

large project have a weight of two and four respectively.

• Small project : Office building with maximum 8 floor

• Medium Project : Office building with more than 20 floors 

or factory building with energy usage less than 6000 

TOE/a

• Large project:  Office building with maximum 20 floor or 

factory building with energy usage more than 6000 

TOE/a



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Cost Calculations



Comparison to Nowadays Market Price

Our Price Market Price

Small Project €      4,000.00 €          5,093.00 

Medium Project €      8,000.00 no data record

Large Project €    16,000.00 €        31,456.00 

http://lpse.kemenperin.go.id/eproc/lelang/view/147312

6;jsessionid=6B03FB5E1666A91193435AC3F9DB8A7

0

http://lpse.bantenprov.go.id/eproc/lelang/view/1598099

;jsessionid=F7AF744BE1179DBB88C8B041CE1A849

F

http://lpse.kemenperin.go.id/eproc/lelang/view/1473126;jsessionid=6B03FB5E1666A91193435AC3F9DB8A70
http://lpse.bantenprov.go.id/eproc/lelang/view/1598099;jsessionid=F7AF744BE1179DBB88C8B041CE1A849F


The Conclusion



Conclusion

• The prospect.: 

The competition is still fairly easy comparing the number of 
competitors with the number of the consumers. There is a huge 
numbers of consumers available but not so many business available 
yet because of the new regulation from the Indonesian government. 

As we can see from the cost calculation, the business is fruitful 
since the first year. The dividend is relatively high compared to the 
initial investment. This shows how good the opportunities are.

• The challenges:

We starts of with a quite high initial investment which is 
reaching 25,463.00 € . Gaining trust from the consumers, 
government, institutions, and communities is also another thing. To 
be considered. 
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